An i?-module Mis a generator (of the category of modules) provided every module is a homomorphic image of a suitable direct sum of copies of M. Equivalently, some M (k) has R as a summand. Except in the last section, all rings are assumed to be commutative, Noetherian domains, and modules are usually finitely generated. In this context generators are exactly those modules that have non-zero free summands locally. Of course, generators can fail to have free summands (e.g., over Dedekind domains), and we ask whether they necessarily have non-zero projectίve summands. The answer is "yes" for rings of dimension 1, as we point out in § 3, and for the polynomial ring in one variable over a Dedekind domain. In § 1 we show that for 2-dimensional rings the answer is intimately connected with the structure of projective modules. Our main result in the positive direction, Theorem 1.3, grew out of the attempt, in conversations with T. Stafford, to understand the case R = k [x, y]. In § 2 we give examples of rings having generators with no projective summands. The last section contains miscellaneous observations, some of them on rings without chain conditions. §1. Dimension two The next three theorems are the heart of the paper. They will be used in the next section to answer the question raised in the introduction, for certain specific rings. THEOREM 1.1. Let R be a two-dimensional regular affine domain over an algebraically closed field. These three conditions on R are equivalent:
(ii) Every projectίve R-module is the direct sum of rank 1 projectiυes. (iii) Every maximal ideal of R is the sum of two height-one primes.
The implication (iii) =Φ (ii) is proved in [MS] . (See the discussion after Corollary 6.6, and apply Theorem 1.) We will show that (i) =Φ (iii), and (ii) ==> (i). Each of these implications holds in a more general setting, so we state them separately. THEOREM 
Let R be a Noetherian domain for which each generator has a non-zero projectίve summand. Assume either (a) every invertίble ideal is principal; or (b) R has projectίve cancellation. Then every non-singular maximal ideal of height two is the sum of two invertίble ideals.
Proof. Suppose P is a counterexample. We claim there is a maximal ideal Q Φ P of depth >2. When R is affine this is trivial; in the general case we proceed as follows: Pick aeP -P 2 , and let bars denote passage to R -Rj{a). Then R P is a discrete valuation ring, and by [Ma, 15 . G] P has depth 1. Choose beP so that bέP 2 U (UAssJ?). Then (α, 6) is an i?-sequence and (α, b)R P = PR P . We may now choose Q to be any maximal ideal in the support of Pj{a, b).
Note that Ext
whose equivalence class generates Ext* (P, Q). Clearly h. dim* (P) = 1, and M P is free by [S] . If m is any maximal ideal different from P, we have M m = Q m Θ J? m . Thus Mis a generator. Note also that
ertainly M can't be projective, since otherwise Q would be protective, contradicting height (Q) > 2. Since M has rank 2, we conclude that M = JΘ J, where I and J are ideals, with Zinvertible. It follows from local cancellation, [E] , that J and Q are locally isomorphic. Since depth (Q) > 2, one checks that (J: Q) is invertible, and (J: Q)Q = J. If now (a) holds, then J = Q. From (E) we get a surjection (u,v) :R®Q->^P, with ueP and vQ c P. Then ve (R: Q) = R, so ve P, and clearly P = uR + vR, contradiction.
Suppose condition (b) is satisfied. Choose a generator for the cyclic iϊ-module Ext 1 * (P, R), say (E') 0 -> R -> F-> P-> 0. It will suffice to prove that F is the direct sum of two projective modules of rank 1. From [S] we know, at least, that F is projective.
Form the pullback of (E) and (E'):
0
From (1) we see that X= F® Q is locally isomorphic to M® R. Therefore, by [Mi] , the left-hand vertical sequence splits locally, hence globally. Thus F® Q = I® J® R, so F® Q** s 7Θ J** ® R. But Q** = R, and we can cancel, to get F = I®J**.
THEOREM 1.3. Let R be a regular Noetherίan domain of dimension 2, and assume every projectίve R-module is the direct sum of rank-one projectives. Then every generator has a summand isomorphic to an invertible ideal.
Proof. Let M be a generator, and choose a surjection /:
is still a generator, we may assume M is finitely generated and torsion-free. If M is an ideal of R, the equations that say M is a generator say precisely that M is invertible. Thus we assume the rank of M is at least 2. Let J = (0: M**/M). Then RjJ is zero-dimensional since M -M** at each prime ideal of height 1. Note M** is projective, being a second syzygy of the transpose module of M, so write M** = 2> =1 1 3 , where each I 3 is an invertible ideal of i?. We may assume, by [MS, Lemma 4.3] , that 7, + J = R for all j. If u e Ij, we denote by u f the element of Λf** with u in the . 7 th coordinate and zeroes elsewhere. (Though technically ill-defined, the relevant coordinate j will always be clear from the context.) Choose e ό e I j9 with 1 -βjβ J, and note that e' u ---,e' n map to a basis of the free RjJ -module M**jJM**. Since Mis a generator, M**/Mis locally generated by 72 -1 elements, hence globally (n -l)-generated. We can choose a 5 € I n so that the images of e'j + α^, 1 < j < n -1, generate M**/M.
Choose bj e I s so that x = e' n + Σy 6^(βy + α^) is in M. Consider the matrix But xe M, and e n -βj = (1 -e,) -(l-e n )eJ= (M: Af**). Finally, for y e / n , we have θ(y) = yί(eθ + (1 -e n )0(/), which is in M, again because 1 -e n e J. The only part of Theorem 1.1 that remains to be proved is the implication (i) => (iii). But this follows from Theorem 1.2 and the projective cancellation theorem of [MS] . § 2. Examples
We apply the results of § 1 to some specific classes of rings. EXAMPLE 2.1. Let D be a Dedekind domain and set R = D [X] . By (1.3) every generator over R has a projective summand of rank 1. EXAMPLE 2.2. Let R be the coordinate ring of the real 2-sphere. The real maximal ideals of R require 3 generators, [GW] , and J? is a unique factorization domain. Therefore, by (1.2), R has a generator with no projective summands. Proof. Let M be a finitely presented generator. As in the proof of (1.3) we may assume the torsion-free rank of M is at least 2. Since M is finitely presented there is a map φ = (/, g): M-> R {2) such that 0(8)1 is onto. Let I = (0: Coker^). Now R/I is zero-dimensional, and we can patch together maps f t : M-> R to get a single map h: M-> R that is onto modulo I. We wish to replace g by a map g' such that φ' = (/, gθ still maps M® K onto ίΓ (2) and for every maximal ideal p either f p or g£ is onto. If the image of (/, h) ® l κ is two-dimensional take g f -h. Other-wise, choose 0 Φ re I, and let g f = h + rg. Then C = Coker φ' is torsion, and since Im φ f splits off a free summand of R (2) at each maximal ideal, C is locally cyclic. But then C is cyclic, being a module over a zerodimensional ring. Let u, v be a basis for Jϊ (2) . Since zero-dimensional rings have 1 in the stable range, there is an element a e R such that the image of u + av generates C. Then v -b(u + av)eImφ r for some be R. We now have a basic element of i? (2) in Im φ r , so M maps onto R. We note that if M is a generator over a commutative ring R of dimension <i, then M (d+1) has a summand isomorphic to R. When i? has Noetherian spectrum this follows from a standard general position argument. In the general case, we appeal to the following: We omit the proof, as it is a minor modification of the proof of [VW, (2.1) ].
Finally, we suggest a method of generalizing Theorem 1.3 to certain singular rings. Proof. Let M be a finitely generated generator over A. We may assume M is torsionfree. The diagram
A cz B
A/1 c is simultaneously a pullback and a pushout. When we tensor everything with M the top arrow is still a monomorphism, so the resulting pushout is also pullback. Choose rank 1 protective modules P and Q over A/I and B, respectively, and surjections M/IM-»P, M®B-*• Q. Since Pic {BII) = 0, P ® BII = Q ® JB/I, and any choice of an isomorphism makes the pullback of P and Q a rank 1 protective summand of M. [X, Y] . Using (3.1), (1.3) and (3.3) we see that every generator over A has a rank 1 projective summand.
